EVALUATION AND RESTORATION OF LAND SECTION CORNERS


27 26 Car. to Secs. 26-27-34-35
34 35 Original Monument
4"x4" past 4 feet long

Original Witnesses:

I found the original post is gone. Found a rotted snag, S.29°W.,
6¼ Lks. with most of its outer shell fallen upon the ground.
Two pieces lying at the base show the edges of the witness blaze
with the marks rotted away.

The N.W. and S.E. BTs are in their proper bearing and distances:
but all marks are rotted away. The N.E. BT is in its proper
bearing but the distance is 52 Lks. not 62 Lks. as recorded in
the original notes of which may be a typing error. I found a
blazed line snag, as recorded in original notes, the proper distance
due west of this corner point. Also an original side blaze is on a
38" green fir 26 feet south of this corner point.

I am convinced by these evidences that this is the original
corner point located in a shallow draw running east. I set a
3"x 3" vine maple squared post 4½" above ground. I marked four
new BTs:

18° fir, S.10°E., 80 Lks. Mkd. T.3S.R.8W.S.258T
38° fir, S.13°W., 39 Lks. Mkd. T.3S.R.8W.S.31BT
15° fir, N.16°W., 53 Lks. Mkd. T.3S.R.8W.S.27BT
16° aider, N.18°E., 48 Lks. Mkd. T.3S.R.8W.S.26BT